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Book by Marilyn Kluger

I've fully enjoyed this book. It makes for a fun read and is packed full of extremely useful info and

advice.Marilyn spins tales of herself, and later a few friends, trying to find and learn to use their

wheels.In the end, theres a few laughs, a very small car, an all knowing monk and very patient

husband. xDI would recommend this book to any spinner. For one its extremely useful. And for

another its a time capsule of what the world of spinning and folk art was like in the 1970s and of the

knowledge she is seeking of her grandmothers time.So much knowledge has been lost of our craft,

but I found gems I never knew in these pages.

a very enjoyable read...like talking with an old friend about the joys of fiber. Even if you do not spin

but you like to hear how people got into what they enjoy without being preachy, this is the read for

you...especially if you enjoy all things handy-craft. I am just learning to spin and I find it both

enjoyable and informative.

This was the only spinning book in our local library and I found it very helpful. I wanted it for my

reference bookshelf so I ordered the 'newer' addition from . I am very pleased with it.



Being a spinner, I am still new to a lot of the terminology that spinners use. This book is a great

tutorial in the spinning process and a good read besides. Very informative and helpful. It takes you

from sheep to yarn and beyond. It is a hard book to find so grab it while you can!

If you are just beginning or you are advanced, this book will help with spinning and more. I'm just

beginning very detailed.

It's a good book to start with if you are trying to learn how to spin on your own. The author spins a

tale too.

very good book
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